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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to the January 1, 2014 Gateway Portal Channeling, the 1-1-2014
Channeling event. I welcome you and thank you all for being here and offering yourself in this service.
This month we’re not doing a live event but we are bringing you what Divine Mother has asked that we
offer in this month as a Gateway Portal Channeling.
Grounding Meditation with ULURU
So take a deep breath and visualize that you’re standing on top of Uluru, the Red Rock formation in
Central Australia. As you become connected to the energies of this great sacred rock of Uluru and you
feel it beneath your feet be aware that everyone on this call is also standing there with you. You begin to
dissolve into Uluru, see the Clay Red Light all around you as you slowly move into this great red rock.
As you feel the energy of the Clay Red, visualize a Pillar of Light, the Hara Line beneath your feet,
extending to the center of the Earth. Send roots from the bottoms of your feet and from the base of your
spine all the way down, all the way down to the Center of the Earth wrapping around the Core Crystal.
Visualize that there is a tree trunk that begins to form around you that extends down to wrap its roots
around your roots holding you tight connected to the Core Crystal of Mother Earth. This tree trunk
extends up beyond you, up through the Thrones and Dimensions to the Pool of Creation, where it spreads
out into branches and leaves into the Pool of Creation. See that the bark of this tree trunk is an Emerald
Green color and it bathes you in the Emerald Green Light, the Qualities of Abundance, Healing and
Wholeness.
Now with your roots firmly wrapped around the Core Crystal, pull up the Amber colored Life Force
Energy of Mother Earth. Pull it up through the root system, up through the bottoms of your feet, through
your body, Amber Colored Life Force Energy, through all of your Chakras and your Five Body System.
Send it up through this tree trunk all the way to the Pool of Creation where it pours the Life Force Energy
of Mother Earth into the Pool of Creation.
We ask now that the Cosmic Life Force Energy, which is also Amber Colored Light sent into the Pool of
Creation by Mother of the Cosmos, to pour down through the tree trunk to your Crown Chakra, through
your Five Body System and all the Chakras of the body, to the bottoms of your feet and down into the
Core Crystal mixing the Cosmic Life Force Energy with the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth.
See these streams of Light pouring through you going in both directions as you slowly glide down
through Uluru, and you find yourself standing at the Center of the Core Crystal before the Sacred Fire
Altar, Flames jumping high before you, and with Divine Mother standing to your right in her Copper
Gold Colored Robes, flowing Robes. To your left Goddess of Victory, and she’s wearing the Pink,
Platinum and Gold colored Robes of the Light that’s she is pouring forth to nurture us and our Personality
Aspects.
Across from us standing at the Sacred Altar facing us is Great Silent Watcher holding her Scepter high
above this Entourage pouring her Turquoise Blue Light to all of us and to the fire. Standing to Great
Silent Watcher’s right is the Perfected Presence of the Masculine Aspect; you will see it as a silhouette of
Emerald Green Light holding this place for the Masculine Aspect. To Great Silent Watcher’s left the
Perfected Presence of the Feminine Aspect, again a Silhouette of Pink and Gold Light. Next to her in
Warm Orange Light is the Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan and to our far left beyond Victory is
Mother of the Universe in Vibrant Pink. To our far right beyond Divine Mother is Mother of the Cosmos
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in Amber colored Robes, Amber colored Light, and behind us are the Three Omniversal Mothers, the first
Omniversal Mother in her Purple Robes, the second in Aquamarine Blue, and the third in Clay Red and
Gold, shinning the Light, each one their Signature Light, to you, to this Entourage, to the Sacred Altar.
Standing around this grouping 144,000 Silent Watchers all standing shoulder to shoulder in circles upon
circles bathing this Entourage in Turquoise Blue, beyond them two billion Angelic Watchers also in the
Turquoise Blue of Great Silent Watcher. Take a moment, feel the presence of all these Beings. It doesn’t
matter if you can’t remember the colors or the placement of each one, they know who they are, and they
are pouring their Love and their Light to you. Make an offering to the Sacred Altar, of what you wish to
accomplish in this coming year. This is the first Gateway Channeling in this year of 2014, in this glorious
year to come.
Now as you are making your offering see beyond you a Golden Bridge to the 5th Dimensional Octave, a
bridge made of Golden Filaments and we all together walk across this bridge to the 5th Dimensional
Octave, Victory will lead the way and Great Silent Watcher will bring up the rear. We are holding onto
Divine Mother’s hand, crossing this bridge and walking towards Divine Mother’s Retreat in the 5th
Dimensional Octave. As we get close to the Retreat we see the Hexagonal Gate, we’ll be recalibrated as
the colors, with the colored Light of the Purple first, moving to Red then to Orange, to Yellow, to Green,
to Blue and back to Purple again as the gateway opens with us fully recalibrated.
We walk into the Retreat of Divine Mother and in the center of this Great Hall with Warm Orange Light
everywhere; we stand before the Sacred Altar at the 5th Dimensional Octave, and once again stand in the
same formation that we had at the Center of the Earth, with this Entourage all around us. We make once
again our offerings to this Sacred Altar, setting our intentions and our prayers for our loved ones, for
Earth and humankind for the next year and beyond. Take a moment, I will leave you here and the next
voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is.
Nasrin begins: 8:43 min
Hello everyone and welcome to the year 2014 and January’s Gateway Portal Channeling. Let us invite
Divine Mother and the Entourage of her Beings to join us as they bathe us in their Light, and we set the
intention that they will accompany us throughout this year and guide us, walk ahead of us, walk hand in
hand with us, walk behind us, hold us in their bosom and carry us with them, and choose the best of
everything for us. So let us begin.
Meditation to receive 6 Aspects of divine Mother in her Inner Chamber in 5D Octave
Divine Mother begins: 9:23 min
My beloved children of light, I Am your very own Divine Mother,
I ask you to stand before the Sacred Fire and make your offerings for yourselves and your loved ones.
There are Angelic Beings who are standing before you holding trays with sacred offerings. Around the
edge of the tray every other flower is Red and White to honor Goddess Shakti and Lord Shivarespectively- and to honor the Male and Female Aspect; and inside each tray there are spices and oils and
sacred offerings, like turmeric, kumkum and rice, honey, ghee - clarified butter- incense and frankincense
and other spices.
Take a handful of each and add a rosebud, the red one and a white one and hold it close to your heart and
set your intentions for yourselves and your loved ones for this year. Then offer it to the Sacred Fire and
see that the Flames jump high and absorb your offering and bring the blessing back to you. Now do it
again with the second handful with another intention. Remember that you can come here and add new
intentions every day and every night whenever you choose to.
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Now I ask you to take another handful of offerings and offer it on my behalf, on behalf of the Divine
Feminine, on behalf of achieving Divine Feminine intentions for this year for all of you. On behalf of
Empowering the Divine Feminine to do good, to raise the Vibration of Earth and all Souls, to heal the
wounds of Earth and all Souls, to help save the species that are becoming extinct, to help save the Five
Elements. To help rescue Earth from Global warming and to realign and reestablish health and wholeness
in the hearts, minds and bodies of all species on Earth and Mother Earth herself; for health and wholeness
to return to Earth and to all Souls; for health and wholeness to return to this Solar System, and all the
Souls who connect and depend on this Solar System. For health and wholeness to return to this entire
Galaxy the Milky Way, and all the neighboring Galaxies that make our Universe; for health and
wholeness to return to the 43 Universes that make our Omniverse and for the three Omniverses that make
our Cosmic Conglomerate and the Cosmic Conglomerate itself.
Make a Sacred Offering on my behalf with this intention, that every deity, every teacher, every master,
every guide, every Aspect of the Divine Feminine be empowered to do great good, above and beyond
expectations and limitations, above and beyond what was originally planned, unfolding the path for the
greatest of new Divine Plans at every level and every layer from right here in the 3D all the way to the
144th Dimension, for this entire Cosmic Conglomerate. Together we can dream big and we can realize
those dreams, and together we can witness the changes and know that each of you have been instrumental
in bringing these changes home, making them real.
So what I wish to offer you, to extend my Love and Nurturance to each of you throughout this year, is to
invite you back into the inner chamber that I took you last month, and to introduce you to the Six Aspects
of Divine Mother- each of whom will be responsible for an aspect of your life. I will introduce each of
them to you, and the quality, the gift, and the responsibility which they will fulfill.
So we will bow down to this Sacred Fire and we invite all the Beings who have assembled in your name,
including Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti- who are always welcome everywhere- to accompany us. As
you see the Angels are pulling the curtains away to see the double doors that are directly behind Divine
Mother’s Seat or Throne in this first floor where the Sacred Altar of Divine Mother’s 5D Retreat resides.
You are all going to go in, what you will notice is that in the very center there is a revolving seat, a
beautiful Copper Gold velvet seat, and it is now directed in the direction of Due North. When you
sit on it your entire body and energy becomes focused on a Being who is seated directly across from
you. When you get aligned with this first Being, who is emanating a Cobalt Blue Light- this is as
Aspect of Divine Mother so you may see her exactly as you see Divine Mother except that- her
entire body and being is covered in Ceremonial Robes that emanate Cobalt Blue Light. Cobalt
Blue Light is a Medium Blue Light; it is a shiny Blue Light. The Quality that she emanates is
Power and Protection, and this is why I have chosen to start with this Aspect of Divine Mother,
because I want you to start the unfoldment of the future that is ahead of you, empowered and
protected.
I am going to give you a few seconds with each of them, but this is only an introduction. Once the
introduction is complete you can come and sit with each of these Beings for as many hours, as many
minutes, as many days as you wish. You can place yourself in the position that you are seated upon this
velvet seat and face your desired Aspect of Divine Mother- once you know all six; and set your intention
to absorb the energy and the quality that they vibrate to you, that they emanate to you, and you may do
that on behalf of your loved ones too.
You may come up with your siblings, with your children, your grandchildren, with your parents and
grandparents, with your friends, partners, spouse, ex-spouses and significant others. You may bring
them and their Soul Aspect here. You have my permission to bring them. Do not be concerned about
what vibration they are vibrating. When they come here it is their Soul Aspect who comes here, and the
Soul is pure, so you can even invite your enemy, someone who is your nemesis, someone who is giving
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you a hard time. You can do this act of selfless service in bringing even those you do not love and
helping their Soul reach out to them, helping their soul be nourished, nurtured, remembered; because
everyone at Soul level is a Divine Being. You can help Divinity return to their Soul and through their
Soul into their consciousness. So do not deprive anyone from being brought here.
Right now facing the first facet, this is a six sided room which is made of two triangles, one triangle is
pointing to the heaven, the other one is pointing to the Earth and the two are merged together but each
time that I point you to one of the facets I want you to envision that you are in this triangular energy with
that Being. One point is you and the other two points are the points of the facet where she’s seated- that
is to her left and to her right; and the emanation of Light that is coming from her fills this entire triangle
and reaches to you. So inside of this triangle you can put all of your loved ones- and even if they are
seated in front of you or standing- it won’t stop you from receiving the emanation of Light from this
Aspect of Divine Mother yourself. Bringing more people doesn’t mean less for you, it actually means
more for you, because that Being will magnify the emanations to the number of people you have brought
in with you. I want everyone to benefit from this gift and from all the Qualities that each of these Beings
present to you. So right now you are receiving this Cobalt Blue Light which will empower you, your Five
Body System, your Light Body and protect you, your Five Body System, your Light Body.
So if you imagine that Due North- and due north is 12 o’clock on the face of the clock- you’re going to
now turn clockwise and each time you turn you’re going to be facing the next facet. So to have six beings
who sit round the clock we would now be facing the 2 o’clock with another facet, and a new Beinganother aspect of Divine Mother. Once you settle and begin to fully align yourself with this Aspect
of Divine Mother, you’re going to see that she’s emanating a very beautiful Green Light. We can
call it Emerald Green Light, but it is like the green of new leaves, that fresh green light that in
spring, the leaves that are just growing are filled with Life Force, that’s the Green Light. The
Quality that she represents is that Quality of bringing in Life, fresh new Life, Nurturance and Life.
So bathe in this Light and see the triangle forming, one point is you; the other two points go to each end
of the facet where this Green aspect of Divine Mother seated. Imagine that she is seated in a nice long
sofa and each end represents a point of the triangle. This Green Light is emanating everywhere as
Nurturance and Life- filled with Life and Nurturance; and feel yourself, feel your body, your cells, your
DNA structure be filled with Life Force, especially for those of you who are experiencing cold winter.
This Life Force Energy is very nurturing and you know the mind does exactly as you guide it. So when
you sit in this Light and you say, I am absorbing this Life Force Energy, this nurturance from this Green
Light emanating from this Aspect of Divine Mother; your mind does exactly that.
Research has shown that when you place yourself in these visual perceptions your mind acts as if
you are exactly there. Your mind doesn’t say, “Oh this is winter time you can’t experience this
Green Light”. Your mind says, “You want this Green Light; I’ll give it to you. This is what you want
me to imagine for you? I will do it and I will change the energy of your body to feel it.” So bathe in
this Green Light, and bring your loved ones- and again you can come in and bathe in this Light and
stay for as long as you want.
I just want you to now notice that your seat is revolving to stop in the direction of 4 o’clock. When you
align yourself with a female Being who is seated upon this you will see a Warm Yellow Light. A joyful
Yellow Light is emanating from her and this is the Energy of Joy and Gratitude, Joy and Happiness.
Gratitude can bring you joy, it can bring you happiness; this is a Warm Yellow Light and it emanates
from this Being. This Aspect of Divine Mother emanates to you the Energies of Joy and Happinesswith Gratitude thrown in- Joy and Happiness. Once again imagine that you are bringing your
loved ones as you are absorbing to your fill, every cell, every iota of your Being in absorbing this
Energy of Joy; and a constant state of happiness and gratitude, a constant state of joy, happiness
and gratitude.
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Now your chair begins to revolve again and you’re pointing in the direction of 6 o’clock, your back is to
the first Being the Cobalt Blue, and when you align yourself with this Being and you look into her
Beingness you see a Vibrant Pink Light, and this is the Energy of Love, Divine Love, Unadulterated
love, Unconditional love. This Aspect of Divine Mother emanating to you this Pink, a Vibrant Pink
Light, very alive, very loving; and you absorb it; and you let your DNA structure be filled with this
Light, with this Love, with this pure Love Energy, the Pink.
So we started with Cobalt Blue, we went to Green, then Yellow, now Pink and envision your loved ones
bathing in this Pink Light.
Now we’re going to move your chair to face the direction of 8 o’clock and in the direction of 8:00
o’clock you are going to be exposed to the Frosted Blue and Platinum Light which is the Light of
Victory. Goddess Victory has blessed an Aspect of Divine Mother with the Energies of Victory and
we specifically chose position of 8, as 8 is the number for Victory. Bathe in that Frosted Blue and
Platinum Light.
Finally your chair revolves to bring it to the position of 10 o’clock on the clock and this beautiful
Orange Light, very similar to the Warm Orange of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan. Again this is
an Aspect of Divine Mother who has been blessed by the Energies of your own Divine Plan. Cosmic
Guardian of Divine Plan is over lighting this Aspect of Divine Mother and offering this Vibrant
Orange Light that carries the essence of your Divine plan, and that’s the position of 10 on the clock.
So on either side of the position of north, on either side of the Cobalt Blue, you have Orange and Green.
This Orange Light is unfolding that which is your Highest Divine Mission, your Soul’s Highest Mission
and aligning your Personality Aspects, aligning your Beingness with your Soul and with your mission,
over lighting you with this Energy of always walking the path which is the highest, always doing what
benefits you, your Soul, your Soul Lineage.
Members of your Soul Lineage are more important to you than your family in each lifetime because
your family in each lifetime changes from one lifetime to the next, but members of your Soul
Lineage remain the same. You may carry the same Soul Lineage for hundreds of thousands of
years because one contract that you make on behalf of your Soul Lineage goes over thousands of
lifetimes. It takes that many lifetimes for something of that nature to be fulfilled. The contracts that you
make with your Soul Linage Members is over a much longer span of time than 1, 2, 10 lifetimes. It is
made because it serves an entire civilization. So this Warm Orange Light and the impact that it can have
in this lifetime can extend so far beyond this lifetime, it can align you in this lifetime with so many other
lifetimes and so many other members of your own Soul Spiritual Family, Members of your Soul Lineage;
and this is a gift from Divine Mother to you. This Aspect of Divine Mother who is over lighted by the
Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan will see to it that every time you need to turn a page, you turn a page for
higher and better and greater, and every day you do something that not only benefits you in that day but it
benefits your Soul and your Soul Lineage, and its impact extends to many, many, many lifetimes.
Summary and recap-I am going to ask you to turn around quickly to each of these positions as a
reminder. You are in position of 10 with the Aspect of Divine Mother who is vibrating the Divine Plan, a
Vibrant Orange Light. You




Turn to the position of 12 and it’s the Being who gives you Power and Protection in Cobalt
Blue Light.
Then you go to the position of 2 o’clock the Being gives you the Green Light, Nurturance
and Life.
Then you turn to the position of 4 o’clock and it’s the Being that gives you Divine Mother’s
Joy and Happiness with some Gratitude thrown in, the Yellow Light.
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Then you turn to the position of 6 o’clock and it’s a Vibrant Pink Light that gives you
Divine Love, Pure Love.
Then you turn in the position of 8 o’clock and it’s the Frosted Blue and Platinum of
Victory; Divine Mother over lighted by the Presence and Qualities of Victory. Goddess
Victory giving her Light to this Aspect of Divine Mother to shine upon you, that’s the
position of 8 o’clock.
Then 10 o’clock is the Vibrant Orange Light of the Divine Plan with Cosmic Guardian of
Divine Plan Overlighting Divine mother.
Recap of the Lights: Cobalt Blue, Green, Yellow, Pink, Platinum with Frosted Blue, Warm
Orange. These are the six Aspects of Divine Mother who will walk with you throughout this
year. You may call upon any one of these or all of them at all times.

Make a little note for yourself as to what each color and each quality represents and call upon them, and
when you call upon each one you can call upon them by the color or by the quality or both.
Say, “I call upon the Cobalt Blue Aspect of Divine Mother for Empowerment and Protection. I call
upon the Green Aspect of Divine Mother for Nurturance and Life, I call upon the Yellow Aspect of
Divine Mother for Happiness and Joy, I call upon the Pink Aspect of Divine Mother for Pure Love, I
call upon the Platinum and Frosted Blue Aspect of Divine Mother for Victory, I call upon the Vibrant
Orange Aspect of Divine Mother to do good, to stand in my truth, to be the embodiment of my Divine
Plan, to serve and to make my Soul Lineage Members happy.”
I hold every one of you in my own heart, you may stay here for as long as you wish. Remember this is a
gift that will continue to be by your side and continue to magnify in its power, in its protection, in its
nurturance, in its love, in its victory, in its Divinity. May this be the best year yet and every one after this,
better yet. I hold you in my own heart.
I Am your very own Divine Mother. So It Is.
Nasrin concludes: Thank you everyone and goodnight.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nas, thank you Divine Mother, and I thank all of you, have a wonderful

year, goodnight.
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